**Smoked Country Jam SCJ Bluegrass** - Smoked Country Jam is a 3-day family-friendly event bringing together performers from all branches of the bluegrass tree whether the music is traditional or progressive Americana, old time, or roots. All are shared on the stage with one another.

**00s Odds and Ends Wilson Alroy's Record Reviews** - The Absence - Enemy Unbound 2010 yet another South Florida death metal band to be reckoned with. The absence formed in Tampa in 2004 and has stuck to the gothenburg school playbook since then. Even when they ramp up to thrash speeds, title track they keep the focus on hummable riffs. Wartorn and intricate even lyrical guitar lines erased frontman Jaime Stewart manages to stay.

**Blues Swing Weekaugusta Heritage Center of Davis** - Tom Mitchell's guitar playing is rooted in the styles of the 1920s and 30s Jazz, Western Swing, Country Blues, and Old Time music. Ten years of playing with the legendary Dan Hicks his hot licks took him around the world, and led to the recording of two acclaimed CDs including Beatin the Heat. Featuring guest appearances by Bette Midler, Ricki Lee Jones, Tom Waits, Elvis Costello, Bette Midler, Ricki Lee Jones, Tom Waits, Elvis Costello.

**Nethhythms A to Z Album Reviews** - The Bad Shepherds - Yan Tyan Tethera Metheral Monsoon In recent years, there's been a plethora of albums that have taken one genre of music and reinvented it in the style of another. The Bad Shepherds' Yan Tyan Tethera Metheral Monsoon in recent years there's been a plethora of albums that have taken one genre of music and reinvented it in the style of another, **Nethhythms A to Z Album Reviews** - Hadacol Better Than This Checkered Past Feel Good Medicine from this Kansas City based foursome named after a potent alcohol elixir that sponsored Hank Williams radio show in the late 1940s.